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Editor’s Note  

Silver and Gold 

Lafe Low 
TechNet magazine this month looks at developing line of business applications with Silverlight and 

best practices for managing virtual environments. 

There are two significant technologies we’ll be covering in TechNet Magazine this month. The first 

is Silverlight, the Microsoft rich Internet application platform. While Silverlight may have been 

flying somewhat under the radar in the early days since its introduction several years ago, it’s 

maturing into a development platform worthy of supporting and running heavy-duty business 

applications. Probably the most significant change that put Silverlight in the spotlight was the 

change from JavaScript to .NET as a development model. Check out what Gill Cleeren and Kevin 

Dockx have to say in ―Build Your Business Apps in Silverlight.‖ 

The other is virtualization, which has been around long enough and has enough enterprise-grade 

adoption that companies have developed best practices and tricks and techniques for 

streamlining and optimizing their infrastructure. Look for other articles later this month on the 

latest best practices in virtualization. In the meantime, let us know how you’ve deployed 

virtualization. Are you using it just to consolidate servers? Expedite desktop deployment? Enhance 

security? What are your best practices for designing and deploying virtual servers and desktops? 

Tell us how you’re managing the art and science of virtualization. 

Developing Drama 
How are you developing your custom line-of-business applications? Are you using Silverlight? 

Something else? Customized off-the-shelf apps? Let us know how you’re running your business, 

how it’s working and any changes you’re contemplating. 

Anytime you have comments about the content in TechNet Magazine, please send us your 

feedback. Sign up for our LinkedIn group, send us an e-mail at tnmag@microsoft.com or e-mail 

me directly. We want to hear from you, and hear about what you’re doing with your IT 

organization and how it’s working. 

 

Lafe Low is the editor in chief of TechNet Magazine. A veteran technology journalist, 

he’s also the former executive editor of 1105 Media’s Redmond magazine. Contact 

him at llow@1105med. 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2435354&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
mailto:llow@1105media.com
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Virtualization  

Top 10 Virtualization Best Practices 
As virtualization continues to mature as a technology, so too are best practices for its 

application. If your virtual infrastructure is falling short, take a run down this checklist. 

Wes Miller 

Virtualization has gone from being a test lab technology to a mainstream component in 

datacenters and virtual desktop infrastructures. Along the way, virtualization has occasionally 

received a ―get out of jail free‖ card, and has not had the same degree of efficient IT practices 

applied to virtual deployments as would be expected of actual physical machines. This is a 

mistake. 

If you had an unlimited budget, would you let everyone in your organization order a new 

system or two and hook it up to the network? Probably not. When virtualization first 

appeared on the scene, unlimited and unmanaged proliferation was kept in check by the fact 

that there was actually a cost associated with hypervisor applications. This provided some 

line of defense against rogue virtual machines in your infrastructure. That is no longer the 

case. 

There are several free hypervisor technologies available, for both Type 1 and Type 2 

hypervisors. Anyone in your organization with Windows installation media and a little free 

time can put up a new system on your network. When virtual machines are deployed without 

the right team members knowing about it, that means a new system can become an 

unwelcome honeypot for new zero-day vulnerabilities, ready to take down other systems on 

your network that are business critical. 

Virtual systems should never be underappreciated or taken for granted. Virtual 

infrastructures need to have the same best practices applied as actual physical systems. Here, 

we will discuss 10 key best practices that should always be on your mind when working with 

virtual systems. 

1. Understand both the advantages and disadvantages of virtualization 

Unfortunately, virtualization has become a solution for everything that ails you. To rebuild 

systems more rapidly, virtualize them. To make old servers new again, virtualize them. 

Certainly, there are many roles virtualization can and should play. However, before you 

migrate all your old physical systems to virtual systems, or deploy a new fleet of virtualized 

servers for a specific workload, you should be sure to understand the limitations and realities 

of virtualization in terms of CPU utilization, memory and disk. 

For example, how many virtualized guests can you have on a given host, and how many CPUs 

or cores, RAM and disk space is each consuming? Have you taken the storage requirements 

into account—keeping system, data and log storage separate as you would for a physical 

SQL server? You also need to take backup and recovery, and failover into account. The reality 

is that failover technologies for virtual systems are in many ways just as powerful and flexible 
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as failover for physical systems, perhaps even more. It truly depends on the host hardware, 

storage and—most of all—the hypervisor technology being used. 

2. Understand the different performance bottlenecks of different system roles 

You have to take into account the role each virtual system plays when deploying them, just 

as with physical servers. When building out servers to be SQL, Exchange or IIS servers, you 

wouldn’t use the exact same configuration for each one. The CPU, disk and storage 

requirements are extremely different. When scoping out configurations for virtual systems, 

you need to take the same design approach as with your physical system deployments. With 

virtual guests, this means taking time to understand your server and storage options, and 

over-burdening a host with too many guests, or setting up conflicting workloads where the 

CPU and disk may be at odds. 

3. You can’t over-prioritize the management, patching and security of virtual systems 

Two new virus outbreaks have hit in just this past week alone. The reality is that far too many 

virtual systems are not patched, patched late, not properly managed or ignored from a 

security policy perspective. Recent studies point to the significant blame that USB flash drives 

have to bear for the spread of viruses—especially targeted threats. The reality is that too 

many physical systems are un-patched and unsecure. Virtual systems—especially rogue 

systems—pose an even larger threat. The ability to undo system changes adds to the 

problem, given it makes removal of patches and security signatures far too easy—even if 

unintentional. Limit the proliferation of virtual machines, and make sure to include all virtual 

machines in your patching, management and security policy infrastructures. 

4. Don’t treat virtual systems any differently than physical systems unless absolutely 

necessary 

The last point should have begun the thought process, but it bears repeating. You shouldn’t 

treat virtual systems any different than physical ones. In fact, when it comes to rogue 

systems, you may well want to treat them as hostile. They can become the bridge that 

malware uses to infiltrate your network. 

5. Backup early, backup often 

Virtual systems, as with physical systems, should be included in your backup regimen. You 

can back up the entire virtual machine or the data it contains. The latter approach may be far 

more valuable and far more flexible. Backing up an entire virtual machine takes considerable 

time and gives you few options for rapid recovery. Just as you protect your mission-critical 

physical systems, make sure you have the capability to recover rapidly and reliably as well. It’s 

all too often that systems are backed up, but not verified, which results in no backup at all. 

6. Be careful when using any “undo” technology 

Virtual technologies often include ―undo‖ technology. Use this very carefully. This is another 

reason to be certain all virtual systems are included in your IT governance work. It’s far too 

easy to have a disk revert back a day or a week. This could re-expose any vulnerability you 

just rushed out to patch, and become the gateway to infecting the rest of your network. 
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7. Understand your failover and your scale-up strategy 

Virtualization is often touted as the vehicle to achieve perfect failover and perfect scale-up. 

This depends entirely on your host hardware, hypervisor, network and storage. You should 

work with all your vendors to understand how well each role you’ve virtualized can scale per 

server guest. You also need to know how well it can failover; specifically, how long guests 

may be unavailable during a failover, and what their responsiveness and availability may be 

during the switch. 

8. Control virtual machine proliferation 

This is a critical aspect, yet one of the hardest to enforce. There are several hypervisors that 

are completely free, and even with a commercial hypervisor, it’s far too easy to ―clone‖ a 

guest. This can result in a multitude of problems: 

 Security:  New systems or errantly cloned systems can result in systems that are improperly secured or cause 

conflicts with the system from which it was ―cloned.‖ 

 Management: Conflicts from cloning can lead to systems that are not managed according to policy, aren’t 

patched, and result in conflicts or instability. 

 Legal: Until recently, Windows couldn’t always determine it was being virtualized or, more importantly, that it 

had been silently duplicated as a new guest (once or many times). All too often, there has been a proliferation 

of guests due to the ease of duplication, and a more laissez-faire attitude toward piracy. This is a dangerous 

attitude, and should be something your IT organization blocks using polity at a minimum. 

It’s too easy to clone systems. Make sure your IT organization knows the risks of undue guest 

duplication. Only deploy new virtual machines in compliance with the same policies you 

would for physical systems. 

9. Centralize your storage 

A leading cause of virtual machine proliferation is hosts that are physically spread 

throughout your organization. If you saw an employee walk up to a physical server with an 

external hard disk and a CD, you might wonder what was going on. With virtual systems, 

copying the entire guest (or two) off is entirely too easy. This ease of duplication is a key 

reason for virtual machine proliferation. This can also result in data loss. If you can’t physically 

secure your virtual machines, they should have their virtual or physical disks encrypted to 

ensure no loss of confidential data. By placing your virtual machine hosts and storage in 

central, secure locations, you can minimize both proliferation and the potential for data loss. 

10. Understand your security perimeter 

Whether you’re developing software or managing systems, security should be a part of your 

daily strategy. As you consider how to manage and patch your physical systems, always 

include virtual systems as well. If you’re deploying password policies, are they being enforced 

on your virtual systems as well? The risk is there—make sure you’re prepared to answer how 

virtual systems will be governed, so the risk of them being cloned can be mitigated. You 

need to treat virtual machines as hostile, unless they’re a part of your IT governance plan. 

Many hypervisors now include either a free version or trial version of antivirus software, due 

to the potential for security threats to cross between host and guests. 
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Here Now and Here for the Future 

Virtualization promises to become an even more significant IT component in the future. The 

best thing you can do is to find a way to work with it and manage it today, rather than 

ignoring it and hoping it will manage itself. You need to enforce the same policies for your 

VMs that you enforce for your physical systems. Know where virtualization is used in your 

organization, and highlight the risks to your team of treating virtual machines any differently 

from physical systems. 

Wes Miller is the director of Product Management at CoreTrace (CoreTrace.com) in 

Austin, Texas. Previously, he worked at Winternals Software and as a program 

manager at Microsoft. Miller can be reached at wm@getwired.com. 

  

mailto:wm@getwired.com
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Special Report 

IT Salary Survey 

Good Times Ahead? 

In the 15th year of Redmond magazine’s annual salary survey, IT salaries generally remained 

flat. Some respondents got raises—giving rise to optimism about salaries next year. 

Michael Domingo 

The recession wreaked havoc with salaries and jobs across all segments of the U.S. workforce. 

IT workers were no less immune to the effects. So maybe it’s good news that we didn’t see a 

dip in IT salaries among the readership in this 15th Redmond salary survey. Looking at the 

glass half full, compensation improved by $536 (or 0.63 percent) on 2009’s overall average of 

$83,113, to a 2010 mean of $83,638 (see Chart 1). It’s not much, but it’s something. 

―It doesn’t surprise me that salaries went up, even though minimally,‖ says Russell Young, a 

network administrator with a government health-care company in Montana. ―With the 

government’s big push—especially in the health-care arena—to utilize IT more effectively, 

the skill sets are more in demand than ever.‖ 

Michael Hensley, a systems administrator with a Redmond, Ore., nonprofit agency, agrees 

with Redmond reader James A., who notes: ―Salaries probably increased because companies 

are hiring less and trying to get more out of existing employees. Higher salaries improve 

retention and help keep more productive employees.‖ [To preserve the anonymity of some 

respondents cited in this article, we refer to them by first name and last initial only.—Ed.] 

James A. and Hensley aren’t alone in their opinions. There’s a similar refrain from many 

respondents we followed up with in the weeks after the survey. We’re seeing corroboration 

of their observations not just in our own survey, but in recently published, external sources 

that show salaries in IT have been trending upward, while jobs remain scarce. 

An IT salary study just released in June by Janco Associates Inc. shows salaries ticking up 

slightly but remaining mostly flat: IT executives at large enterprises had a 0.97 percent 

increase, while those at midsize companies edged lower by 0.75 percent, for a combined 0.21 

percent uptick. The Janco study also projects hiring will be weak in the next year. 
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Data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor also shows IT-based jobs being added between 2008 and 

2018 at a pace of 28,660 per year. While those results come out weak in comparison to year-

over-year data for computer-based jobs, the Bureau of Labor does consider these numbers 

to be ―better than average‖ against the general workforce. 

High on Optimism 
2010 doesn’t look anything like 2009’s banner results, when salaries went up 7.9 percent 

from the previous year. ―I’m running lower than last year at the moment,‖ says Bill O’Reilly, 

president of Seattle-based TEChange Inc., an IT services provider for small to midsize 

businesses (SMBs). ―Businesses seem to be in hunker-down mode and, regardless of what the 

economic indicators say, they’re waiting to see what happens this year,‖ O’Reilly explains. 

Some respondents were luckier than most, mainly due to some companies offering cost-of-

living adjustments, or even more. ―My salary went up by 3 percent,‖ says Rob Zelinka, 

director of IT infrastructure at railcar management company TTX in Chicago. ―I was elated, 

and surprised,‖ Zelinka adds. We heard the same story repeated time and again from readers 

we followed up with. 

Chart 2 breaks down the numbers by range, and it’s not as pretty in comparison to last year’s 

numbers. While those earning between $20,000 and $40,000 at the low end and anyone 

making more than $95,000 saw nice increases year-over-year, those in the $40,000-$75,000 

range were poorer than in 2009. Those in the $70,000-$74,999 and $85,000-$95,000 range 

reported making about 15 percent less than last year, as well. 
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While it’s been a challenging year for compensation, the general feeling among respondents 

is that they’re fairly compensated. This year, we asked respondents to tell us how their 

salaries measured up to last year. Oddly enough, more than half believe their salaries to be 

higher, with only 11.7 percent feeling the cut (the rest say their salaries are frozen)—even 

though the mean result clearly shows that the gains were balanced out by the negative result 

of the losses. 

More than 56 percent of respondents expect such optimism to translate into higher 

compensation in the next 12 months. ―I think the trend will probably continue. If nothing 

else, I think you’ll see cost-of-living increases,‖ says O’Reilly. ―How long it will continue is 

anybody’s guess.‖ 

―A shortage of good-quality IT people will create a vacuum and a demand for higher paid 

salaries,‖ argues Kevin F., an IT manager in Seattle. ―Lower-end jobs will be outsourced, but 

it’s very hard to outsource people who truly align your business with IT.‖ 

Nearly 40 percent expect no change whatsoever. Then there’s the 5 percent who, like Richard 

R., amanagement information systems director with a media company in New York, expect ―a 

continuing drag on salaries‖ due to the job market and various other factors. 

Raises Now and Raises Later 
With a challenging year in regard to compensation, we didn’t expect good news to come 

from raises. If anything, it was a mixed bag of good and bad news. The bad news on raises 

first: 40.3 percent of respondents, or 13.5 percent more than a year ago, saw none. 

―I was actually expecting a raise this year,‖ says Hensley. ―The recession was a factor in not 

receiving a raise.‖  

Helmut Schonwalder, an IT support technician at Monterey Peninsula College in California, 

didn’t expect a raise at all, for good reason: ―The state is still in the middle of a budget crisis, 

[so] college employees can’t expect much in the form of raises.‖ 

So, what’s the good news? Only 7.4 percent (or about 18 percent fewer than last year) got a 

decrease in salary. Even better news: Of those who did get a raise, the average raise, $2,263, 

turned out to be 44 percent better than last year’s result. 

―I was given one because it’s believed I’m a key member of the team,‖ says Zelinka in 

Chicago. And D.Y., an IT specialist working for the federal government in Virginia, sums up 

his 3 percent raise this way: ―I’m just happy to be employed.‖ 

The results in Chart 3 suggest that raises were fairly similar to a year ago, with most of them 

less than $10,000. We also asked respondents to give us a sense of next year’s raises, and 

what we found was unexpected: Only 32 percent expect no raise, while only 3 percent believe 

they’ll see a wage decrease. When we see figures like these, we can only think that 

respondents see good news on the horizon. 
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Bonuses 
While raises were better than last year’s, bonuses went in the opposite direction (see Chart 

4). More than 54 percent of respondents claimed no bonus this year, which is worse than the 

year-ago period by 2 points. More than half of all respondents say that bonuses were based 

on company profitability, or a mix of profitability and personal performance. So, with the 

recession impacting company profitability, it follows that fewer companies would offer 

bonuses. 

 

Of those who did receive bonuses, most were in the $1,000-$5,000 range. Tim Davis, a 

network admin with an insurance company in New Jersey, was among only a handful of 

follow-up respondents who says his company froze salaries, but ―I still did get my bonus.‖ 

Respondents expect bonuses in the next 12 months to be more of the same. 
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It’s Good to Be a Programmer 
When we drill into the compensation figures a bit more closely, we get a different picture. 

Salaries by job title (see Chart 5) show help desk support and database programmers making 

the biggest gains, about 10 percent each, from last year’s results. Those claiming the 

programmer/analyst title made 8.4 percent more than last year. Trainers saw the worst of it, 

with nearly a 14 percent drop from 2009. 

 

When we compare actual take-home pay in dollars, programming project leads—who make 

up only 5.8 percent of all surveyed—once again top the list at $97,727. The difference this 

time out is that this year’s result doesn’t exceed 2009’s six-figure result. The biggest segment 

of respondents was IT managers, at 36.8 percent. Like last year, they take up the second spot 

at $95,584, followed by DBAs and database developers, who average $89,165 (an 

improvement of nearly $9,000 from last year). 

Add tenure to the salary versus job title mix and you get yet another perspective (see Chart 

6), one that shows exactly what you’d expect: The more years served, the more you’re 

compensated. There is an exception to the rule, of course, and that’s with the 

webmaster/developer/producer with 10 or more years, making nearly $5,000 less than those 

with 6-9 years. 
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Skills That Pay 
Chart 7 shows salaries by technology expertise. Our findings this year show that, based on 

the percentages, gains balanced out losses to produce similar salaries to last year’s in this 

area. Those with database development skills averaged a 6 percent higher salary ($92,460) 

than the year-ago period, followed by hardware design at 4.6 percent ($90,668). Oracle 

experts topped last year’s list; this time out, they’re lower by 5.9 percent ($94,555). Right 

behind them are those with Novell expertise, who are losing 4.9 percent ($79,096). 
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Dollar-wise, extranet experts averaged $100,566, the only category to remain above six 

figures. Just slightly below are experts with outsourcing skills, at $99,740. (Those two 

categories were No. 2 and No. 3 last year.) Rounding out the third spot are those with e-

commerce skills, at $95,323. 

Hot Properties 
Every year we ask respondents with which Microsoft technologies they claim expertise. 

BizTalk Server experts take top honors here, making $118,625, or 16 percent better than in 

2009. Those with Internet and Acceleration Server, Project Server and SharePoint Server skills 

all claim six-figure salaries as well. What we see here is that respondents who have highly 

specialized skills tend to command the best salaries, even in tough times. 

Salaries aren’t the only way to gauge what’s hot among the IT profession. Throughout the 

recession year, this magazine and other Redmond-related publications have revisited topics 

and technologies that favor cost-savings, efficiency and reining in resources. 

―Virtualization is at the top of my list,‖ says James A. ―Used properly, it’s such a powerful 

technology, but there’s still so much more growth for it.‖ 

Zelinka and O’Reilly also plan to explore the merits of virtualization in the next year, even 

though experts who claim that skill saw their salaries go up only 2.4 percent in 2010. 

Stan A., a systems administrator in Missouri, is already there: ―I planned and implemented a 

project migrating physical servers to a VMware vSphere environment, reducing hardware, 

licensing and utility costs for my client,‖ he explains. 

Microsoft isn’t the 800-pound-gorilla presence in mobile computing. Even so, respondents 

are looking at the integration of netbooks, iPads, smartphones and other devices with more 

interest in the coming year. ―What’s happening in the mobile market is fascinating,‖ says 

O’Reilly. 

James A. agrees: ―Netbooks and smartphones are everywhere, and I think we’re about to see 

some really impressive things finally come in the form of tablet computing.‖ 

Schonwalder singles out the Google Droid platform as having the cool factor, ―yet it still has 

some distance to go to catch up,‖ he notes. 

Hired Help 
The survey that we send out is a meaty one that takes some time to fill out, with more than 

80 questions. Besides salary-related questions, we ask respondents for their opinions on 

many career issues. 

This year’s survey, as in years past, had a set of questions centered around hiring and hiring 

prospects. Because we’re in a recession, with job availability being a problem not just in IT 

but in the general workforce, the data we obtained takes on a bit more meaning. 

This year’s results are a mixed bag: Nearly 32 percent of respondents believe their company 

will hire additional IT personnel, with 46.5 percent expecting to remain in ―hiring freeze‖ 

mode. Of the 32 percent who do plan to hire, half of all respondents say their companies 

may hire at least one person, with 10 percent hiring six to 10 people. Of our respondents, 41 

percent say they have direct involvement with hiring. 
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On the flip side, only 4.3 percent of respondents say they were laid off in the last 12 months, 

with 36 percent finding work in less than a month. Of our respondents, 37 percent say they 

missed the axe, with 45.9 percent of those cases seeing one to five people let go, and 23 

percent laying off up to 10 workers. 

Reeling in the Years 
One thing we know about Redmond readers: They derive a lot of satisfaction in their pursuit 

to solve the IT challenges at their companies. Why else would they stay at this job so long? 

Nearly half of all respondents claim to have been in IT 15 or more years, with 29 percent 

telling us they’ve been in IT for 10 to 14 years. 

What’s interesting in the data we got this year is the number of hours survey takers say they 

worked. More than 72 percent say they worked more than the typical 40-hour week, with 28 

percent putting in an extra one to five hours, and 23 percent going the distance at an extra 

10 hours a week. Of our respondents, 20 percent put in 51 or more hours, making for some 

well-worn IT workers. 

Despite the combination of long years and long hours toiling in the IT profession, quite a few 

respondents don’t see a career outside of this one. In fact, our survey results show that 87 

percent expect to be in IT in the next five years. 

―I expect my career to be in IT for life,‖ explains Kevin F., who’s been in IT for 16 years—he 

started right out of high school. 

But O’Reilly, who’s been in IT for 15 years, is starting to question his longevity. ―I want to 

believe I’ll be working in IT in some capacity or another, but I’m starting to suffer burnout 

just trying to keep up with everything,‖ he says. 

Michael Domingois an executive editor at Redmond Media Group and hosts 

Redmond Radio. You can reach him at mdomingo@1105media.com. 

2010 Salary Survey Methodology 
The 15th annual Redmond salary survey of compensation was compiled in the same manner 

as last year’s report: Using proprietary survey software, we e-mailed notices to 40,000 

Redmond print magazine and online newsletter subscribers for whom we had e-mail 

addresses. 

From the 3,053 responses we obtained, we filtered those down to 2,521. Then we whittled 

those down by removing those who didn’t fill out specific salary information to arrive at 

1,697 good responses.              

—M.D. 

Why No Certification Data? 
Redmond, in its former life as Microsoft Certified Professional Magazine, reported extensively 

on the impact certifications had on salaries. But considering that Redmond’s demographic no 

longer centers entirely on the network engineers and sysadmins but more on those in 

supervisory or managerial roles, it made less sense over the years for the Redmond salary 

survey to place such emphasis on certification-based salary data. 

mailto:mdomingo@1105media.com
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We even asked our readers over the years what impact certification has had on their careers. 

Time and again, respondents summed up their feelings the same way as Richard R., a 

management information systems director in New York City, who says certification affects 

him ―very little at this point, although it helped me get a higher salary in the past.‖ As IT pros 

among our readership build up tenure, they go from certification-needing, entry-level IT 

workers to supervisors to ―certification no longer necessary‖ managers over the years. 

To fill this gap in data, later this year MCPmag.com will be conducting a survey with 

emphasis on certification-related compensation. A large percentage of MCPmag.com’s 

subscribers are still at the network engineer and sysadmin parts of their careers. Managers 

may want to stay tuned for the survey: Depending on the results we get from it, your 

employees may use the data to justify raises or bonuses.            

—M.D. 

  

http://mcpmag.com/
http://mcpmag.com/
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Silverlight Development 

Build Your Business Apps on Silverlight 
Silverlight has matured into a solid platform for developing and deploying line-of-business 

applications. 

Gill Cleeren and Kevin Dockx 

Just three short years have passed since Microsoft introduced Silverlight to the world. It was 

at Mix07 in Las Vegas where we all saw Silverlight, the new Microsoft Rich Internet 

Application (RIA) platform in its first version. Today, Silverlight has matured into a platform 

ready for building and maintaining business applications. 

Silverlight 1.0 had a programming model based on XAML and JavaScript. The latter isn’t a 

perfect fit for building enterprise applications. Consequently, that first version was used 

mainly in media-centric scenarios. When Silverlight 2 was released, that platform became a 

great candidate for developing line-of-business (LOB) applications. The most important 

change was being able to code in .NET (C# or VB.NET) instead of JavaScript. 

To ―test‖ Silverlight’s capabilities and suitability for building LOB applications, we composed a 

short shopping list of typical business application requirements. We’ll see if Silverlight can 

fulfill these requirements. 

Data, Data, Data 
What comes to mind when you consider business applications? Data is king. Silverlight 

applications run on the client side, inside the browser. Data lives in a database on the server 

side, however. Looking at the Silverlight namespaces and assemblies, it has no ADO.NET 

support, so it doesn’t support well-known features such as DataReaders or LINQ-To-SQL. 

Also, Silverlight has no client-side database. In many cases, this wouldn’t be a solution either. 

You certainly wouldn’t want to inadvertently store a temporary copy of a database with 

sensitive information on a client’s machine. 

The solution is simple: add a service layer on top of the database. You can use this service 

layer to connect to the database, preferably through a business layer. On the client side, 

Silverlight can then connect to these services and have access to the data (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Silverlight can connect to services on the client side. 

Silverlight supports ASMX, WCF and REST service types. You can also use Silverlight to 

consume more exotic types of services like sockets and net.tcp. This is good news if you’re 

adding Silverlight to an existing technology stack within your enterprise. The services from 

which Silverlight can get its data are the same ones you’d use for other application types. 

Working with ASMX and WCF services is similar, from the Silverlight point of view. WCF 

should be your default choice if you’re implementing the service. Let’s look at a basic 

example of connecting to a WCF service. The first step is defining what the service does. This 

service returns a list of products: 

 

Copy Code  

[ServiceContract(Namespace = "")] 

publicclassOrderService 

{ 

[OperationContract] 

publicList<Product> GetAllProducts() 

        { 

... 

        } 

    } 

Once the service is ready, we can connect with Silverlight. To do so, add a service reference 

from Visual Studio (see Figure 2). 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl01_code');
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Figure 2 Use Visual Studio to add a service reference to Silverlight. 

Visual Studio will now build a proxy class for us. You can consider a proxy class as a client-

side copy of the service class, where the method implementations are replaced by a call to 

the service method. All service communication in Silverlight happens asynchronously. In the 

code example below, we’re using this proxy to get a list of products: 

 

Copy Code  

privatevoid button1_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 

{ 

OrderService.OrderServiceClient proxy = new 

OrderService.OrderServiceClient(); 

       proxy.GetAllProductsCompleted += 

newEventHandler<OrderService.GetAllProductsCompletedEventArgs>(proxy_Ge

tAllProductsCompleted); 

       proxy.GetAllProductsAsync(); 

} 

 

void proxy_GetAllProductsCompleted(object sender, 

OrderService.GetAllProductsCompletedEventArgs e) 

{ 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl02_code');
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ProductGrid.ItemsSource = e.Result; 

} 

REST is currently a popular protocol because of its high adoption in Web 2.0 APIs like 

Facebook and Twitter. Silverlight fully supports it as well. Silverlight also has a specific service 

framework developed with n-tier Silverlight applications in mind: WCF RIA Services. 

Enter the n-tier 
When creating a Silverlight application, you’ll typically get your data through a service layer. 

However, there’s no easy way out of the box to simply write your data transfer objects and 

classes—including validation, authentication/authorization—just once. Silverlight applications 

are built against a limited version of the Microsoft .NET Framework 4. Therefore, you can’t 

reference an assembly (for example, one containing your classes/validation logic) built 

against the full .NET Framework 4 in a Silverlight application. 

This is where WCF RIA Services come in. These were created to simplify LOB RIA 

development. They address the complexity of building n-tier applications by providing a 

framework, controls and services on both the server side and the client side. 

They let you write services linked to a data store on your server side. This can be a SQL Server 

Database, your own POCO classes or an Entity Model. It then regenerates these entities on 

your client. Next to that, it generates the necessary context, methods and operations on your 

client to easily talk to your services. 

If you’re familiar with the Entity Framework, you’ll feel right at home. It actually lets you code 

in a similar way. For example, you may have a client-side DomainContext, which tracks 

change sets, contains lists of entities and lets you submit these changes. This ―hides‖ the fact 

that you’re working through a service layer. 

WCF RIA Services is essentially a server-side technology that projects code to a client. It also 

simplifies adding validation and authorization/authentication to your services and entities. It 

vastly reduces the development time you’ll have to spend building LOB Silverlight 

applications. 

Control Issues 
Silverlight has an extended control set containing simple controls such as Buttons, TextBoxes 

and ComboBoxes. It also has many more advanced controls like the DataGrid, the 

RichTextBox and the MediaElement in the default install package. With every new version, 

Microsoft adds more controls. 

Microsoft has also created the Silverlight Control Toolkit. This is a set of extra controls, which 

are open source and available for free via CodePlex.com. This package is updated quite 

regularly and out-of-band with the regular Silverlight releases. 

It includes many controls that can make your life as a Silverlight enterprise developer even 

easier. There are also charting controls, which can come in handy in our next requirement: 

reporting. 

Printing Possibilities 
Printing is still an often-requested business requirement. Now with Silverlight 4, you can print 

directly from Silverlight. That API lets you indicate what you want to print, whether it’s the 
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entire screen or dynamically generated content like a report. Therefore, it’s easy to create a 

reporting solution in Silverlight 4, in combination with the controls available from the toolkit, 

such as rich charts. 

Patterns and Best Practices 
When working with Silverlight- or XAML-based applications, one important thing to consider 

is the way code should be written differently from how we’re used to coding in older 

technologies, like ASP.NET or Windows Forms. You can write code in the same manner, but 

you shouldn’t. You wouldn’t be using the full power of the technology that way. 

Silverlight applications should rely heavily on DataContext, Data Binding and the Observer 

pattern. There should be no repetitive code to assign TextBox values to objects or vice versa. 

The more of that kind of code you have to write, the more likely you are to inject a bug in 

your code. You bind an object to UI elements, and the correct values are automatically made 

available through the object in code. Actually, you should never access UI elements directly. 

This is where the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) design pattern comes in. This is often 

used to encourage separation of concerns (your code-behind contains little to no code). It 

lets you work on your application UI separately from the developer. It also makes for better 

code testability. 

However, the most important advantage it offers is that it encourages developers to leverage 

the power of the DataContext and Data Binding technology. Your View has a ViewModel as 

DataContext, which contains all the data properties. 

These properties are bound to the UI elements in the View through Data Binding. So the 

ViewModel essentially converts the data it gets from the Model (an object representation of 

your data) to data the View can use. You can think of a ViewModel as ―a converter on 

steroids.‖ 

Once this is in place, you’ll need a way to relay your events (such as a Button Click) to the 

ViewModel, instead of to the Views code-behind. You do this through commanding. 

Silverlight provides an ICommand interface, and you can bind UI Elements inheriting button 

base to Commands. These commands are defined on the ViewModel. 

Next, you’ll need a way to communicate between different ViewModels, without them having 

reference to each other. You can do this through a broadcast/listen principle. ViewModel 

subscribers receive a certain type of message, while another ViewModel sends another 

message. You can take the necessary actions once you receive the message. 

Last, you’ll need to make sure your View knows what its DataContext should be. There are 

different approaches—the View first approach (the View is instantiated by the application 

and is responsible for instantiating the ViewModel it needs) or the ViewModel first approach 

(the other way around). These often use an IoC container or the Managed Extensibility 

Framework (MEF) to replay responsibilities. 

There are quite a few different implementations of MVVM. You could write your own, but in 

the open source community, there are great implementations already available, like the 

MVVM Light Toolkit, Caliburn or Prism. 
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As you can see, Silverlight is ready for building enterprise-grade applications. In fact, both of 

us do so on a daily basis. 

Gill Cleeren is a Microsoft regional director (theregion.com), MVP ASP.NET, INETA 

speaker bureau member and Silverlight Insider. He lives in Belgium where he works as 

.NET architect at Ordina. He’s also the author of many articles in various developer 

magazines and recently published his first book, “Silverlight 4 Data and Services 

Cookbook” (Packt Publishing, 2010). You can find his blog at snowball.be. 

  

Kevin Dockx is a technical specialist/project leader on .NET Web applications for 

RealDolmen, one of Belgium’s biggest ICT companies. His main focus lies on all things 

Silverlight, but he still keeps an eye on the new developments concerning other 

products from the Microsoft .NET (Web) Stack. He’s a regular speaker on various 

national and international events, like Microsoft DevDays in The Netherlands, Microsoft 

Techdays in Portugal or on BESUG events (the Belgian Silverlight User Group). His blog, which 

contains various tidbits on Silverlight, .NET and the occasional rambling, can be found at 

blog.kevindockx.com. 

  

  

http://www.snowball.be/
http://blog.kevindockx.com/
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Troubleshooting 201 

Ask the Right Questions 
Effective troubleshooting is a multifaceted exercise in diagnosis and deliberation, analysis and 

action. 

Stephanie Krieger 

There are two rules that always apply, whether you’re troubleshooting hardware or software: 

 Troubleshooting is a process of elimination 

 The most important assumption you can make, no matter how much you know about the technology, is that 

you could be wrong 

If that first rule seems obvious, then consider this: Troubleshooting—or any problem-solving 

process—is clearly a process of elimination. However, it’s not that simple. 

Your success or failure lies in what you choose to eliminate, and more importantly, why. It’s a 

game of Pick Up Sticks where you evaluate, reason, then remove any obstacles that get you 

closer to resolving the problem without breaking anything else. How you make those choices 

depends entirely on the questions you ask and how you interpret the answers. 

As for the second point, the assumptions you make lead to the questions you ask and the 

way you interpret responses—whether you’re asking a person, a document, a piece of 

hardware, a software package or a network infrastructure. When you assume you could be 

wrong, no matter what your level of experience, you keep an open mind that helps you see 

simple solutions you may never have expected. 

These are some of the common pitfalls you can run into while troubleshooting technological 

problems, as well as tips for asking questions that can lead you to the simple, effective 

solution every time. 

If You Don’t Know Why It Works, It Isn’t Fixed 
While teaching a document-troubleshooting training course, I asked the class if they were 

familiar with the Microsoft Word bug by which Word randomly changes the type of section 

break in long documents for no reason at all. They excitedly replied that they had been 

plagued by this bug, but one person in the class had found the solution. 

As you may already know, I had set them up. There’s no such bug. The section start type is 

often misunderstood. It does what it does for good reason and not at all randomly. So as you 

might expect, their solution was not ideal. 

After telling me they didn’t know why the fix worked, but that it did work most of the time, 

they explained their solution. They recommended adding several next page section breaks 

before and after the break that changes. Then remove them one at a time (undoing your 

actions when the result is undesirable) until you’re left with the break type you want. 
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Whether you’re familiar with this feature of Word or not, a troubleshooter should know this 

isn’t a viable solution, and here’s why: 

 If you don’t know why a fix works, it probably doesn’t. It may appear to work by coincidence, but a workaround 

is not a fix 

 If the fix doesn’t work consistently, it most likely doesn’t work at all 

 Whether you’re working with software or hardware, computer technology is rooted in logic. If a fix seems 

unruly or overcomplicated, like the challenges in reality TV shows, there’s probably a better way. In this case, 

there’s a simple, consistent solution. You just have to change one setting in a dialog box (you’ll find the details 

of this particular fix at the end of this article). 

The path to effective problem solving broke down here when the troubleshooters assumed 

the behavior was a bug because they didn’t understand. They looked for any possible 

workaround rather than a simple, logical solution. 

It’s common and understandable for users to blame the software or hardware when 

something frustrating happens that they don’t understand. For a troubleshooter to do the 

same, however, is an almost certain setup for failure. 

The job of troubleshooting begins when you don’t already know the answer. You can’t fix 

something if you don’t know why it’s broken. So how do you get to the ―why‖ when you 

don’t know the ―how‖? You start by gathering information, and that means asking questions 

of the user and of the technology itself. 

Ask, Narrow and Verify 
This three-tiered approach to troubleshooting is both simple and effective. Here’s one 

example: a networking troubleshooter in a large corporation was speaking with a user who 

couldn’t log in to one internal application. The user had contacted the help desk to request 

login credentials. He learned that anyone in the organization should be able to log in. 

 Ask: Through a series of basic questions, the troubleshooter determined the user works remotely. However, the 

user is able to access both internal and external sites, as well as other internal applications. Everything appeared 

to be working normally, and the user had never had connectivity issues before 

 Narrow: The troubleshooter was not an expert in that particular application, so she started from what she 

knows—networking. Based on the fact that the user could log in to other applications and was working 

remotely, the troubleshooter hypothesized there had to be something about his connection that was a problem 

for this particular application. She researched the system requirements for the application and then connected 

remotely to his computer 

 Verify: When connected remotely, the troubleshooter saw a network setting she believed might be causing the 

issue. She changed the setting and the user was able to log in, but she didn’t leave it there. The troubleshooter 

had the user verify other connectivity and found that the change prevented him from accessing certain Web 

sites. She tried a different change to the same setting that let the user log in without disrupting other 

connections 

You could easily apply the steps this troubleshooter took to our Word document scenario. If 

you don’t know what’s wrong, start with what you do know and work from there. 
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If you’re working with a user, listen to what he has to say and value the information he gives 

you. Use any related knowledge you have to interpret the answers. In the case of the 

networking issue, the user assumed that because he never had a connection problem before, 

his connection couldn’t be an issue. The way he answered the question was exactly what 

made the troubleshooter believe she should, in fact, check his connection. 

A good troubleshooter takes information she’s given and applies to it what she knows, 

always confirming the validity of a hunch before taking action. For example, this 

troubleshooter researched the system requirements of the application in question before 

connecting to the user’s computer. 

Similarly, if you’re troubleshooting the first scenario from this article and you aren’t familiar 

with section breaks in Word, use the help functionality in the program to find out what they 

are and why they’re used. That way, you can begin to understand the behavior. 

Get your hands dirty. If you’re not an expert in the specific problem, approach it with the 

same logic you would approach a technology you know well. This might mean connecting to 

a user’s machine and interacting with the technology in a way that’s familiar to you. Be 

specific, start simply and look for concrete information that can help you narrow the 

possibilities. 

For example, you might double-click a section break to see if anything happens. That small 

action opens the Page Setup dialog box. That dialog box contains many related features, 

including the section start type, so you just got much closer to finding a real solution. 

Measure twice, cut once. When you think you have the answer, test it. Make sure that it fixes 

the issue without doing other harm. Test it to confirm that it solves the problem consistently. 

And most importantly, be sure that you understand why the fix worked, or you can’t be sure 

that you’ve fixed it at all. 

Open Minds, Simple Solutions 
Consider one more example of troubleshooting a Microsoft Word document: A 

troubleshooter received a document that was crashing frequently. He began by opening the 

document using the Open and Repair feature in Word. 

Open and Repair indicated there was a corrupt shape in the document. However, he saw no 

embedded graphics. Was Open and Repair wrong? No, it was absolutely right. Closer 

examination revealed shapes off the page, as well as in a header that was currently turned 

off. (See the end of this article for more information on troubleshooting this particular issue.) 

Whether you ask a question directly of a user (as in the previous networking scenario) or of 

the technology itself in this case, trust the information you receive and interpret it based on 

everything else that you know. 

There’s no substitute for technical knowledge of the problem area to help you ask the right 

questions. When you work in IT, though, learning new skills is a constant part of most job 

descriptions. 

Good troubleshooting skills are a constant and a necessity that’s entirely separate of 

technical knowledge. Good troubleshooting means applying logic so you can take concrete 

steps to effectively narrow the possibilities. It also means keeping an open mind and calling 
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on any related knowledge (including how to find help and research the problem) to help you 

reach the simple solution. 

Before you tell a user that he needs new hardware, needs to reinstall software or needs to 

recreate a document from scratch, consider the most likely possibility: If the answer appears 

to be that complicated, you may not have asked the right questions. 

  

Sidebar: Sensible Solutions 

Solution to Word Section Break Issue 

The answer is that the break type changed because a user removed an adjacent section 

break. While a section break stores formatting for the section that precedes the break, the 

type of break (such as next page or continuous) refers to how the following section starts. 

To change the break type, click into the section that follows the break. Then, on the Page 

Layout tab of the Ribbon, in the Page Setup group, click the dialog box launcher. On the 

Layout tab of the Page Setup dialog box, change the Section Start value. 

The only case in which this won’t work is if the section requires a specific break type. For 

example, you can’t have a continuous section break between sections with different page 

orientation, because a single piece of paper can’t be both portrait and landscape. 

Solution to Word Open and Repair Issue 
One easy way to find issues such as Open and Repair indicating that something is wrong, but 

you can’t see the object in question, is to use Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). 

You don’t have to be a programmer to quickly learn some simple VBA that can be a 

troubleshooter’s best friend when working in any Microsoft Office documents. 

See the MSDN Library article, ―Troubleshooting Word 2007 Documents More Easily Using 

VBA‖ for detailed help and more information. This article was written for Word 2007, but also 

applies to Word 2010. 

Stephanie Krieger is a Microsoft Office MVP, as well as the author of “Advanced 

Microsoft Office Documents 2007 Edition Inside Out” and “Microsoft Office Document 

Designer,” both from Microsoft Press. Krieger writes and creates content for several 

pages on the Microsoft web site. Visit her blog  Arouet Dot Net  for Microsoft Office 

tips, and information about new and upcoming publications. 

  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/dd630112(office.12)
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/dd630112(office.12)
http://www.arouet.net/
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IT Management 

Managing IT in a Recession—Tips for Survival 
Being an IT manager in this ever-changing world of technology and business is hard enough. 

Throw in a flaky economy and it’s downright perilous. Here’s how to survive. 

Romi Mahajan 

During the last 10 years, IT managers have been admonished to ―cut costs‖ and ―manage 

more efficiently.‖ They’ve been subject to myriad other ways to try and squeeze more 

revenue from the business. And all this comes at a time when the rigors of managing IT and 

the perils of introducing new technologies into the workplace have created complexity of 

untold proportions. 

Furthermore, the ―customers‖ of IT have asserted their rights in a resoundingly loud voice. 

Business users are demanding easy access 24/7 to all systems. This is considered a ―right,‖ 

not simply just nice to have. Add a lengthy and fairly broad-reaching recession to the mix, 

and you have a strange brew. 

So how can you be the best possible IT manager in these recessionary times? Let’s explore 

this from both a philosophical and practical viewpoint. Philosophically, there are four core 

issues upon which you should focus: 

1. Self-perception of value 
IT Managers have to inculcate a deep sense of self value into their teams. Too often, IT 

professionals adopt an approach that’s more, ―Yeah well, I’m in IT.‖ This is tantamount to 

putting oneself in prison and throwing away the key. During tough times, IT staff members 

need to be clear on just how much value they provide. They should feel proud of what they 

can do to steer the company back toward the land of milk and honey. 

2. Understanding where we fit in the value chain 
Healthy companies have to be internally robust in order to satisfy customers and continue to 

innovate in their product and service offerings. IT is as core to a company’s basic health and 

culture as any other department. The success and responsiveness and accuracy of IT can 

make or break an entire day. 

3. Skill fungibility 
The CEO will always tell you that IT people are interchangeable and replaceable. She will 

claim that IT pros are a monolith with no internal differentiation. In reality, IT skills are NOT 

fungible. You must be clear on this and communicate this to your IT staff. Expertise is built up 

over years of learning, experimenting and recognizing patterns. 

4. IT as an Art 
As with all worthwhile endeavors, managing IT is partially an art form. Also be clear on this: 

When we ―rip and replace‖ IT folks, we lose the tacit knowledge and replace the complex 

knowledge provision with rote and robotic execution. Recessions bring out the worst in 
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management, so ensure that your corporate executives understand that your team paints 

Picassos every day. 

So how do you respond to all these challenges? From a philosophical perspective, we’ve 

covered the four areas of which you need to be aware. From a practical perspective, there are 

four main action items to keep your IT staff in the spotlight: 

1. Tell your story 
The best way to ensure a proper appreciation of your team’s value and place of honor, even 

in a cost-cutting era, is to communicate your value in ways that the business-centered culture 

can understand. Make it clear how much your team helps the revenue-generating operations. 

Make it clear how much money and time you save the company with IT innovations like 

single sign-on, quick provisioning and the like. Make it clear how IT enables the business. 

2. Illustrate IT-led comparative advantage 
While IT costs money, it is not a ―cost.‖ It is an investment. Communicate this thoroughly with 

corporate management. In fact, IT done well and coupled with business processes renders 

competitive advantage. That’s when you move IT from the ―investment‖ side of the ledger to 

the ―cost‖ side. Customer relationship management (CRM) systems illustrate this well. These 

systems provide the real time ability to understand the delicate equation between company 

and customer thought. This artifact of IT is increasingly seen as a differentiator between top-

tier and also-ran companies. 

3. Individuate the team 
In order to show that your entire team has value, you have to emphasize the particular value, 

role and personality of each member. Too often, IT staffers are thought of as one 

undifferentiated mass, the monolith mentioned before. In this false scenario, the CEO or CFO 

can easily say ―cut 20 percent.‖ He may not understand this means cutting particular areas of 

value, not just reducing expense. So as you tell the story and illustrate comparative 

advantage, ensure that each individual on the team is represented in all of his glory. 

4. Do great work 
This one seems simple, but in fact is more complex than you might think. What this means, 

specifically, is that you have to invest the team’s time in learning new things and finding new 

ways to innovate. As taxing as this might be given an already demanding schedule, it’s the 

best insurance you have against the scalpel of staff reductions. 

Recessions create paranoia and paranoia creates myopia. It is incumbent upon you as an IT 

manager to not let that myopia be visited upon your team. Follow these few basic tenets, and 

that should help you ease your team’s way into the hearts and minds of the entire company. 

Romi Mahajan (romi.mahajan@ascentium.com) is president of KKM Group. Prior to 

joining KKM, Mahajan was chief marketing officer of Ascentium Corp. A well-known 

speaker on the technology and media circuit, he serves on a variety of advisory boards 

and speaks at more than a dozen industry events per year. 
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SQL Q&A 

Maintaining Logs and Indexes 
Some of the key ways to keeping SQL Server running efficiently are preserving log backups and 

properly maintaining indexes. 

Paul S. Randal 

Don’t Break the Chain 

Q: I’ve been defining a backup strategy for our databases. My plan involves transaction log 

backups so we can perform disaster recovery with little data loss. I’ve been investigating 

some of the problems I could encounter and I’ve read several times that I need to be careful 

not to break the log backup chain. Can you explain what this is and how it could be broken? 

A: That’s a great question and it’s something that many people overlook. The log backup 

chain (sometimes simply called the log chain) refers to an unbroken series of transaction log 

backups that cover the time from the most recent data backup (full or differential) to the 

point at which you’d like to restore. An example restore sequence would be as follows: 

 The most recent full database backup  

 Then the most recent differential database backup  

 Then all transaction log backups taken after that 

Most people keep more transaction log backups around in case one of the backups becomes 

corrupt and you have to restore a less-recent data backup. You can get more information 

about backups and restores in the two TechNet Magazine articles I wrote last year, 

―Understanding SQL Server Backups‖ and ―Recovering from Disasters Using Backups.‖ 

If any of the necessary log backups are damaged or unavailable for the restore sequence 

you’ve chosen, the log backup chain will be broken and you won’t be able to restore past 

that point. If only one of the log backups is damaged, you may be able to force it to restore 

using the WITH CONTINUE_AFTER_ERROR option. That would force a restore of corrupt 

transaction log records, which would result in database corruption. I’d be very hesitant about 

forcing this type of restore. 

One operation that could result in a necessary log backup being unavailable is an ―out of 

band‖ log backup, done without ensuring that a log backup is kept. You might do this to give 

a copy to a developer, for example. That log backup is part of the log backup chain, as it’s 

the only one that will contain the log records generated since the previous log backup. 

That is, unless you use the WITH COPY_ONLY option, which performs the log backup, but 

also lets the next log backup effectively back up the same set of log records. See my blog 

post, ―BACKUP WITH COPY_ONLY,‖ to see more details on how to avoid breaking the backup 

chain. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/2009.07.sqlbackup.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/ee677581.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/BACKUP-WITH-COPY_ONLY-how-to-avoid-breaking-the-backup-chain.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/BACKUP-WITH-COPY_ONLY-how-to-avoid-breaking-the-backup-chain.aspx
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A more-common example of an operation breaking the log backup chain is one that 

prevents you from performing a transaction log backup during regular operations. These 

types of operations include: 

 Switching to the SIMPLE recovery model and then back to FULL or BULK_LOGGED  

 Dumping the log in SQL Server 2005 and prior versions using the BACKUP LOG … WITH NO_LOG or 

TRUNCATE_ONLY options  

 Reverting a database from a database snapshot 

You’ll need to perform a data backup (full or differential) after any of these operations to 

allow log backups to continue. This is called restarting the log backup chain. 

One last thing: Contrary to popular myth, performing a full or differential backup does not 

break the log backup chain, and, in fact, has no effect on log backups whatsoever. 

Cluster Those Indexes 
Q: Many of the tables in our SQL Server 2008 database don’t have a clustered index. I’ve 

heard that I could have performance problems with forwarded records causing extra IOs. Can 

you tell me how I can check this, and what I can do about it? 

A: A heap is a table that doesn’t have a clustered index. It’s inherently unordered. For those 

readers who don’t know about forwarded records in heaps and how they’re used, see my 

blog post, ―Forwarding and forwarded records, and the back-pointer size,‖ for more details. 

Forwarded records in heaps can lead to extra random IO operations during query processing, 

which in turn leads to poor performance. 

The easiest way to check whether you have queries that are processing forwarded records is 

to look at the Forwarded Records/sec performance counter in the Access Methods 

performance object. Then use the sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats dynamic management 

function with the DETAILED mode against some of the tables in the database, and it will 

return the number of forwarded records for each table in the forwarded_record_count 

column of the output. See this topic in Books Online for more details. 

The worst way to remove forwarded records is to create a clustered index and then drop it 

again. This causes all non-clustered indexes on the table to be automatically rebuilt twice, 

which is an enormous waste of resources. See my blog post for more details: ―What happens 

to non-clustered indexes when the table structure is changed?‖ 

The easiest way to permanently remove and prevent forwarded records in heaps is to create 

clustered indexes. I don’t want to get into a ―clustered index vs. heap‖ debate here about why 

you should have clustered indexes in most cases instead of heaps. See my wife Kimberly 

Tripp’s ―Clustering Key‖ blog post series on this for more details. I encourage you to evaluate 

using clustered indexes. 

When table records increase in size, it can cause forwarded records when there’s insufficient 

space. Another way to prevent forwarded records, therefore, is to prevent the records from 

changing size. This could mean, for example, using default values for variable-length 

columns. 

http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Forwarding-and-forwarded-records-and-the-back-pointer-size.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188917.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Indexes-From-Every-Angle-What-happens-to-non-clustered-indexes-when-the-table-structure-is-changed.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Indexes-From-Every-Angle-What-happens-to-non-clustered-indexes-when-the-table-structure-is-changed.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/KIMBERLY/category/Clustering-Key.aspx
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In SQL Server 2008, there’s a new ALTER TABLE … REBUILD statement that lets you rebuild 

heaps. This works in the same way that the ALTER INDEX … REBUILD statement lets you 

rebuild indexes. Microsoft added this statement to support the data-compression feature, 

but it will work for our purposes. See this topic in Books Online for more details. 

Index Maintenance 
Q: I’ve changed our index maintenance routines to use online index rebuilds, but I’m still 

seeing blocking problems sometimes when the maintenance routines run. Why is this? I 

thought online index operations don’t use locks, so I shouldn’t see any blocking. Is this 

expected behavior or am I doing something wrong? 

A: You’re seeing expected behavior. There’s a shared table lock required at the start of the 

operation, while the operation initializes (a very fast process). This is immediately dropped. 

This lock must be queued like any other lock, and it will prevent any new queries from 

making modifications to the table until you can grant and release the lock again. 

You can’t acquire this lock until you’ve completed all currently running modification queries. 

This might take quite a while, depending on your workload. This means blocking may occur 

at the start of an online index operation. 

At the end of the operation, you have to take a schema-modification lock—think of this as an 

exclusive lock—to allow it to complete. This also happens extremely fast. Then you drop it 

immediately. This lock will prevent any type of new queries on the table (read or write) until 

you grant and release the lock. 

Once again, you can’t acquire this lock until SQL has completed all currently running read or 

write queries. This again means there’s the possibility of blocking. 

To summarize, although the name of the feature is online index operations, it does still 

require two short-term locks that can cause blocking problems. The gain over traditional 

offline index operations is that for the vast majority of the index operation, there are no locks 

held, and so overall concurrency is increased. The white paper ―Online Indexing Operations in 

SQL Server 2005‖ has a lot more details on how these operations work. 

Reducing Index Maintenance Time 
Q: I’ve inherited some systems where regular index-maintenance jobs take a long time to run 

and generate lots of IO, but I don’t perform any index rebuilds because the indexes aren’t 

getting fragmented. I’d like to cut down on the work being done, as I’m not getting any 

performance gain. Can you recommend a strategy to help? 

A: This is a fairly common problem. It stems from the way index-maintenance jobs determine 

which indexes to rebuild or reorganize. 

Most people run the sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats dynamic management function 

(mentioned earlier) against all indexes in the database, then choose whether to rebuild, 

reorganize or do nothing. They base this decision on the avg_fragmentation_in_percent, the 

page_count and the avg_page_space_used_in_percent values using a WHERE clause on the 

output. 

The problem is that index fragmentation is not stored in memory like other statistics. This 

function must read and process each index to determine the extent of its fragmentation. If 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190273.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2005/onlineindex.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2005/onlineindex.mspx
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most of the indexes in the database are static or change very slowly (in terms of 

fragmentation), then they won’t be rebuilt or reorganized. Checking their fragmentation 

every time you run an index-maintenance job is essentially a waste of time. 

Most dynamic management views support ―predicate push-down,‖ where the only data 

processed is that which matches the predicate in the WHERE clause. However, 

sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats is a function, not a view, so it can’t do this. This means you 

have to manually filter and only ask the function to process those indexes you know have the 

potential to be fragmented and may require rebuilding or reorganizing. 

I recommend monitoring fragmentation over the course of a few weeks. That way you get an 

idea of which indexes are worth checking for fragmentation, rather than checking everything. 

Once you have this list of indexes, create a table with the table name, index name and 

fragmentation threshold for taking action. You may find that some indexes can have more 

fragmentation before affecting performance than others. This will be the ―driver table‖ you 

then use to drive the index-maintenance job. It should loop over all indexes described by the 

table and only run the sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats function on them. 

I’ve implemented this for several clients. In some cases, it has reduced the runtime of the 

index-maintenance job from hours down to 15 minutes or less. That’s purely from not 

running this function on static indexes. You could also go a step further and keep track of 

how often an index is rebuilt and potentially change the index’s FILLFACTOR setting 

automatically, hopefully leading to a further reduction in the work performed by the index-

maintenance job. 

For more information on the various methods of performing index maintenance, see my blog 

post, ―Importance of index maintenance,‖ and for a detailed explanation of what goes on 

under the covers of the function, also see my blog post, ―Inside 

sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats.‖ 

Thanks to Kimberly L. Tripp of SQLskills.com for her technical review of this month’s 

column. 

Paul S. Randal is the managing director of SQLskills.com, a Microsoft regional 

director and a SQL Server MVP. He worked on the SQL Server Storage Engine team at 

Microsoft from 1999 to 2007. He wrote DBCC CHECKDB/repair for SQL Server 2005 

and was responsible for the Core Storage Engine during SQL Server 2008 development. Randal 

is an expert on disaster recovery, high availability and database maintenance, and is a regular 

presenter at conferences worldwide. He blogs at SQLskills.com/blogs/paul, and you can find 

him on Twitter at Twitter.com/PaulRandal. 

  

http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Importance-of-index-maintenance.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Inside-sysdm_db_index_physical_stats.aspx
http://www.sqlskills.com/BLOGS/PAUL/post/Inside-sysdm_db_index_physical_stats.aspx
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Windows Confidential 

History—the Long Way Through 
Join our Windows Confidential columnist for a decidedly roundabout tour of all the directories 

with the word “system” in their name. 

Raymond Chen 

Once upon a time, back in the days of 16-bit Windows, there was a directory named 

C:\Windows\System. That was the last time things were simple. 

With the introduction of Win32, there was a second system directory added named 

C:\Windows\System32. This second directory contained the 32-bit system files. The 16-bit 

system files remained in the old system directory. Well, except that on Windows 95, both 32-

bit and 16-bit system files lived in the same directory, which retained its old name of 

C:\Windows\System. We shall not speak of Windows 95 again. 

Batch files ran programs from C:\Windows\System32 with the expectation that the resulting 

program would match the native OS. These expectations were not explicit, but they were 

implied by the nature of the activity. If the System32 directory were filled with 32-bit 

programs, then a batch file that ran the C:\Windows\System32\REG.EXE program to upset a 

system registry setting would be running the 32-bit version of REG.EXE, which means that it 

would be updating the 32-bit simulated version of the registry instead of the real 64-bit 

version. Other types of scripting files (such as REG files) have the same problem. 

There are quite a number of existing 32-bit programs that hard-code the System32 path 

rather than calling the GetSystemDirectory function. When these programs are recompiled 

for 64-bit Windows, they will still try to access the System32 directory, expecting to find 64-

bit files (because the program is now compiled 64-bit). Paths written into configuration files 

or the registry need to be meaningful to both 32-bit and 64-bit processes, yet need to refer 

to the appropriate directory depending on the ―bitness‖ of the program doing the asking. 

Clear as Mud? 
To extricate itself from this confusing situation, the Windows team decided to have the 

System32 directory contain 64-bit files on 64-bit systems and 32-bit files on 32-bit systems. 

The 32 is just part of the name and doesn’t mean anything. It’s similar to how DVD is just a 

name and doesn't really mean anything, or how many large companies officially change their 

name to a sequence of letters which may have at one time stood for something but now just 

form a name, like HSBC, KFC, BP and KPMG. 

File system redirection for 32-bit processes adds another layer of complexity to this already-

confusing story. When a 32-bit process accesses the C:\Windows\System32 directory on a 

64-bit system, its operations are redirected to the C:\Windows\SysWOW64 directory, which is 

where you’ll find the 32-bit system DLLs. 

As a result, you should think of System32 as the somewhat strange name for the ―system 

DLLs in the same bitness as the application that’s running‖ directory. In a more ideal world, 
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something like this would have been called the SysExec directory because it contains files 

matching the execution environment. 

But Wait, There’s More 
What if you want to access the real 64-bit system directory from a 32-bit process? File system 

redirection will take your attempt to access the C:\Windows\System32 directory and redirect 

it to the C:\Windows\SysWOW64 directory. Programmatically, you can use functions with 

unwieldy names like Wow64DisableWow64FsRedirection, but those disable redirection for all 

operations until they’re re-enabled. This causes trouble if you’re doing anything more 

complicated than opening a single file. Performing a complex operation may result in 

accessing multiple files or possibly creating worker threads. 

That's the end of our roundabout tour of the various directories with System in their name. If 

it seems confusing, just remember that the meaning of the directory rarely matches 

its name. 

Raymond Chen's Web site, The Old New Thing, and identically titled book (Addison-

Wesley, 2007) deals with Windows history, Win32 programming and the illusory 

repair powers of black electrical tape 
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Windows PowerShell 

Cereal or Serial? 
Serializing can help when exporting or retrieving objects with Windows PowerShell. 

Don Jones 

When I run classes on Windows PowerShell, I’m constantly telling my students to pipe 

objects to Get-Member: 

 

Copy Code  

Get-Process | Get-Member 

Get-Member, or GM for short, is designed to use a Microsoft .NET Framework feature called 

reflection. This feature displays information about an object, including its official name, 

properties, methods and so on. This cmdlet is a much easier way to quickly see what an 

object can do than digging around in a search engine or poring through the MSDN Library 

Web site. 

Sometimes, though, when students try to execute this cmdlet, they’ll see something like this 

from Get-Member: 

 

Copy Code  

TypeName: Deserialized.System.Diagnostics.Process 

OK, I know what a Process is, but a de-serialized process? Further investigation of the Get-

Member output also reveals that, unlike normal processes that have methods to stop the 

process and take other actions, these de-serialized processes don’t seem to have any 

methods, meaning you can’t make them take any action. What’s up with that? 

How Objects Become Cereal … er, Serialized 
In Windows, objects are functioning bits of software. A process is literally a software 

application. A process object provides properties that describe some attributes of a process, 

like its name, memory utilization and so forth; the object may also have methods to trigger 

actions like stopping, refreshing and so on. 

Objects are great when they’re on your computer, but there’s no real practical way to 

transmit an entire object across a network. Serializing is a way to create a text representation 

of an object, usually in XML. Figure 1 shows process objects that have been serialized into 

XML. 

Essentially, the serializing technique takes a snapshot of the object’s properties, encodes 

them into a structured XML file, and then transmits that file across the network. At this point, 

the XML file is essentially just a text file. There’s no longer a direct connection between the 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl01_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl01_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl02_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl02_code');
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actual running processes and that XML file. The file is a point-in-time view of the properties 

of the transmitted object. 

 

Figure 1 The XML file will serialize the process objects. 

Serialization doesn’t preserve an object’s methods. There’s no way to go back to the original 

object and tell it to execute the method. When the shell needs to read that serialized object, 

it deserializes it. It does this by reading the XML text and constructing something that looks 

very much like the original object—without all of its methods, of course. 

Common Places for Serial Objects 
Windows PowerShell v2 uses serialization in two common places: 

 When you export objects to an XML format using Export-CliXML 

 When you retrieve objects from a remote computer using Windows PowerShell remoting 

For example, this command will retrieve running processes from a remote computer, sort 

them on virtual memory utilization, and display the first 10: 

 

Copy Code  

invoke-command { ps } -computer server-r2 | sort vm -desc | select -

first 10 

You could also have all the sorting and selecting occur on the remote computer, which has 

the benefit of transmitting fewer serialized objects across the network: 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl03_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl03_code');
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Copy Code  

invoke-command { ps | sort vm -desc | select -first 10 } -computer 

server-r2 

The point is that the objects coming across the network are no longer real processes. They’ve 

been put into XML format. You couldn’t grab one of those processes and tell it to stop itself, 

because there’s no connection between what you have on your local computer and what’s 

running on the remote computer. 

Serializing can also be useful for storing object information. For example, suppose you export 

all your services’ configurations to an XML file: 

 

Copy Code  

get-wmiobject win32_service | export-clixml baseline.xml 

You could then use that snapshot to compare the server’s configuration in the future. This 

would alert you to any configuration changes that you may have made, whether 

inadvertently or on purpose. 

This command compares the current service objects to the ones in your snapshot: 

 

Copy Code  

compare-object (get-wmiobject win32_service) (import-clixml 

baseline.xml) 

In this instance, the fact that deserialized objects don’t have methods isn’t important. It’s the 

properties that contain all of the configuration information—like start mode, login account 

and so on. 

Be Careful with Cerealized … er, Serialized Objects 
Serialization can be a problem, however, when you need access to an object’s methods. For 

example, this command works fine on your local computer (and will reboot it, so don’t run it 

unless you’re ready for that): 

 

Copy Code  

Get-WmiObject Win32_OperatingSystem | ForEach-Object { $_.Reboot() } 

The following command won’t work, though: 

 

Copy Code  

Invoke-Command { Get-WmiObject Win32_OperatingSystem } –computer 

Server-R2 | ForEach-Object { $_.Reboot() } 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl04_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl04_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl05_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl05_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl06_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl06_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl07_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl07_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl08_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl08_code');
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That’s because the result of Invoke-Command is a deserialized object with no methods. We 

can’t execute the Reboot method. We could, however, do this: 

 

Copy Code  

Invoke-Command { Get-WmiObject Win32_OperatingSystem | ForEach-Object { 

$_.Reboot() }} –computer Server-R2 

We’re now invoking the Reboot method on the remote computer, before the object is 

serialized and loses its methods. So whenever serialization seems to be creating a problem, 

there’s usually a work-around. You just have to be aware of when the serialization is 

happening. 

Don Jones is a founder of Concentrated Technology, and answers questions about 

Windows PowerShell and other technologies at ConcentratedTech.com. He’s also an 

author for Nexus.Realtimepublishers.com, which makes many of his books available 

as free electronic editions through his web site. 

  

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl09_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl09_code');
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Toolbox 

New Products for IT Professionals 
This month’s tools include a free RAM disk emulator and a top-notch synchronization tool. 

Greg Steen 

StarWind RAM Disk Emulator 

When speed is of the essence (and when is it not?), hard disk performance sometimes falls 

short. That’s one reason disk arrays are built with fast memory caching technology. 

For smaller, simpler needs, there’s another way to get the performance boost of memory 

speed for file system access—the tried-and-true approach of a RAM disk. A RAM disk, or 

virtual RAM drive, is a block of memory that Windows treats like a locally attached hard drive. 

Naturally, there are drawbacks to using memory as a hard disk. The biggest potential glitch is 

that it doesn’t persist through a power cycle. You’ll need to flush that cache to a ―real‖ disk to 

keep the information written to memory, which could potentially eliminate the benefit of the 

speed increase. (This is where solid state disk technology is trying to fill the gap, by providing 

persistent, near-memory speed file system access.) 

If you’re not worried about writing the information to disk across power cycles, or losing data 

isn’t an issue, a RAM disk might be just what you need. One free RAM disk solution is the 

Virtual RAM Drive Emulator from StarWind Software (starwindsoftware.com). The software is 

simple to install and use. Once installed, open the GUI, click add device, specify the size and 

choose whether to format and auto-mount the device when you start up your system.  

Virtual RAM Drive Emulator supports a maximum size of 1024MB on your RAM disk. You can, 

however, have numerous RAM drives on your system at one time (assuming you have the 

RAM to do so). Once you’ve created the drive, Windows will automatically detect the new 

addition and prompt you for action. Once the drive is formatted (which is done automatically 

by default), you can use it like any other drive.  

The emulator has a few other configuration options. You can set the local RAM disk device 

defaults for the size, format and auto-mount. You can also enable logging, set the logging 

verbosity, and specify the location of the log file, as well as choose to recreate on start up or 

just append to the current log. You can also set the default language, application skin and 

choose not to see the splash screen on start up. To remove (read ―destroy‖—remember, it’s 

all in memory) a RAM disk, you simply right-click and choose ―Remove.‖ 

So if you’re looking to put together a small, fast read-write file system cache, you might want 

to take a look dropping it in memory with a tool such as the free Virtual RAM Drive Emulator 

from StarWind Software. 

http://www.starwindsoftware.com/high-performance-ram-disk-emulator
http://www.starwindsoftware.com/high-performance-ram-disk-emulator
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StarWind Software RAM Disk Emulator 

GoodSync Pro 

An always-active, change-based synchronization tool can help with redundancy and backup. 

GoodSyncPro, from Siber Systems (goodsync.com), is tailored toward the end user as well as 

the sys admin, and provides easy-to-use and accurate bi-directional or single-directional file 

synchronization. 

When you launch it for the first time, it guides you through creating your first 

synchronization/backup job. Whether you’re creating a synchronization or backup job, you 

pick ―left‖ and ―right‖ folders. You can think of those as source and destination for backup or 

targets for synchronization. Basically, the difference between backup and synchronization is 

directionality: backup is one-way, synchronization is bi-directional.  

GoodSync splits your tasks into Jobs in a tabbed interface within the main GUI, so it’s easy to 

jump between different jobs. You can also put the GUI into ―mini-mode,‖ which gives you a 

small view of the active job status in the lower right of the desktop. 

When creating a job, you can choose more than just your local file system or UNC path. 

GoodSync also gives you FTP, SecureFTP, WebDAV, Amazon S3 and WinMobile as potential 

locations for backup or synchronization. Once you pick your locations, click Analyze to see a 

current comparison between the two (which is also a good way to see if you’ve already 

copied a set of files to that location).  

For larger sets of files and directories, GoodSync gives you different tree view options to filter 

the view. You can opt to see only changes, what’s included, all files on both sides, files that 

haven’t been synced before, errors, conflicts, files with the same length and different 

timestamps, among other options to help you both troubleshoot and determine what actions 

will be taken upon execution.  After making any adjustments you need, click Sync to perform 

the action.  

Other execution options include delete and copying from one side to another, left-to-right or 

right-to-left. If you want to take a closer look at a file, just right-click and use the context 

menu to open it with the default viewer. From the same context menu, you can also perform 

individual actions on a file similar to the bulk actions noted above.  

http://www.goodsync.com/download
http://www.goodsync.com/download
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Other program options include UI language, auto-start, logging levels and customization of 

the program used to compare files. You can also specify global file and folder filters, proxy 

information for external source/destinations, and an SMTP server to use for sending alert e-

mails when enabled.  

There are also a number of options you can specify after you create your task. You can 

change the synchronization direction, enable forced copy or verified copy, choose to move 

files, and enable propagation of file deletions. For backup jobs (one way-sync), you can also 

make the source read-only to ensure files aren’t modified. Another nice ―insurance‖ policy 

built in to GoodSync is the option to save previous versions of deleted or replaced files. This 

way, you can roll back if you make a mistake. Also, if you’re worried about bandwidth 

between your synchronization locations, you can limit file copy speed to a specified KB/s 

maximum. For shoddy connections, you can also increase the retry count.  

Within the job options, you can also specify job-specific exclusions and inclusions for files 

and folders and configure an auto synchronization schedule. GoodSync supports both 

―attended‖ (you have to be logged in) automation, as well as ―unattended‖ execution (it will 

run at the specified time no matter what). Here you can also decide what you want the 

program to do for automatic resolution of file conflicts.  

There are also a number of advanced options you may need for your environment or 

synchronization requirements. These include using a ―safe-copy‖ via temporary files, copying 

the ACL security attributes of files, copying of locked files, and what to do with folder links 

(such as ignore, copy or drill down). Finally, you can specify an e-mail address to receive an 

e-mail alert with status and notification and error information.  

The GoodSync Pro version runs $29.95 for a single license. The free/trial version of GoodSync 

is limited to three jobs and 100 files/folders in each job. It’s free for non-profits and limited 

to 30 days of use by the license for everyone else. The Enterprise version adds a number of 

administrative tidbits that you may find useful, such as command-line execution, integration 

with Active Directory, parameterized backup paths (that let you set the date) and premium 

support. The Enterprise edition only costs $10 more than the Pro, listing at $39.995 for a 

single license. 

GoodSync Pro works on all workstation versions of Windows as well as Mac OS X. For server 

deployments, you’ll need to upgrade to GoodSync Server edition, which starts at $995 (with 

volume discounts available). There’s also a stand-alone version that requires no installation 

and can run from a USB key if you want to add it to your management tools thumb drive. 
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GoodSync Pro 

Greg Steen is a technology professional, entrepreneur and enthusiast. He’s always on 

the hunt for new tools to help make operations, QA and development easier for the IT 

professional. 
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Utility Spotlight 

Create Your Own Online Courses 
Take control of your internal training programs, and develop your own custom courseware with 

the Microsoft Learning Content Development System. 

Lance Whitney 

Is training part of your overall responsibilities as an IT manager? Are you charged with 

helping new employees learn business-critical applications or master basic computer usage? 

If you have to handle staff training as a regular part of your duties, or if you’re involved with 

any internal or external Web-based learning initiatives, you may be interested in a free 

Microsoft tool that can help you create online courses. 

The Learning Content Development System (LCDS) helps you build e-learning courses with 

interactive tests, demos, assessments and animations. You can deploy those courses to your 

users, students, and even fellow IT colleagues to teach and test them on your chosen subject 

matter. 

You won’t need any special programming or design skills to use the LCDS. You build your 

interactive content by creating and customizing different modules using the tool’s pre-

designed templates and your own videos, audio clips and other multimedia files. 

Design Your Own 
You’ll find the LCDS at the Microsoft Learning site, where you sign in with your Windows Live 

ID. The LCDS is available in seven languages besides English. Choose your language and 

download the appropriate EXE file. After installing the LCDS, launch it from its shortcut on the 

desktop or under the Microsoft Learning folder in the Start Menu Programs folder. 

After opening, the tool displays the LCDS Author screen. To design your first course, click on 

the New button and give your project a name. The work screen is divided into three panes. 

The left pane shows you the course structure with the table of contents, lessons and topics. 

The middle pane displays the different types of content templates. The right pane shows you 

the actual page based on your current template. 

You break down your course into a series of individual modules, or lessons, each containing 

additional pages. To build each page, choose the appropriate template and create your 

content. For example, your introduction might include text as well as a video or animation 

that explains the course. Subsequent lessons can contain other types of content, such as 

tables, audio and animations. You can wrap up each lesson with a quiz using one of 

the  built-in interactive test templates, like a True/False test or an Essay question. 

Each template is organized into six different categories: 

 Interact provides four templates that let you build interactive content to ask a series of questions, with each 

answer branching out into a different path to determine the nature of the next question. 

 Watch offers templates for animations and other demonstrations. 

 Play throws in a bit of fun with some interactive games. 

http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/training/lcds.aspx#tab1
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 Read lets you create content with text, tables and pictures—as well as interactive quizzes. 

 Try provides hands-on simulations in which the user can move around the screen of the actual software 

program being taught. 

 Classroom combines text, pictures, tables and other elements in one comprehensive format. 

You can delete and move various modules, lessons and topics as you define the structure of 

your course. As you build your course, you can also preview it at anytime so you can see the 

course as your users would. If you need a helping hand, you can also download several 

sample courses (such as the SQL Server 2005 course shown in Figure 1) from Microsoft to 

see how they’re constructed. 

 

Figure 1 A SQL Server 2005 course designed with the Microsoft Learning Content 

Development System. 

To add video, audio and other multimedia elements, browse to and select the files that 

you’ve already created or captured. You’ll have to format audio files as MP3s. Your 

animations can be in Shockwave Flash (SWF), XML or Windows Media Video (WMV) format. 

Demonstration and animation files can be SWF or WMV. You have to store graphics as JPG or 

PNG files. 

Class in Session 
After you’ve finished developing your course, the LCDS gives you a few options for creating a 

distribution package. If you plan to host your course on a Learning Management System, you 

can create it as a SCORM package, which is a standard for e-learning content. Otherwise, you 

can copy the course files onto a CD or Web site. 

You’ll find the files for each course stored in the C:\ProgramData\Microsoft 

Learning\LCDS\courses folder. Copy the contents of the folder for your specific course to 

http://www.microsoft.com/Learning/tools/lcds/samples/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/Learning/tools/lcds/samples/default.mspx
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your destination. From there, your students can open the course by double-clicking the 

wrapper.html file stored in the root of the course folder. The course will then open in the 

default browser. 

To create courses, the LCDS requires Windows XP SP 2 or later, Internet Explorer 7 or later, 

the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 or later, Microsoft Core XML Services (MSXML) 6.0, 

Windows Installer 3.1, and a multimedia player such as Adobe Flash Player 8 or Microsoft 

Silverlight 1.0. Your students can view the courses in either Internet Explorer or Firefox. 

Released this past July, the latest 2.5 version of LCDS offers a few enhancements over prior 

versions, including Firefox compatibility, Silverlight 4.0 compatibility, Silverlight 4 Media 

Player for animations that include closed captioning, and enhanced keyboard use for some of 

the templates. 

Lance Whitney, is a writer, IT consultant and software trainer. He’s spent countless 

hours tweaking Windows workstations and servers. Originally a journalist, he took a 

blind leap into the IT world in the early ’90s. 
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Geek of All Trades 

Automatically Deploying Microsoft Office 2010 with Free 
Tools 
You can’t avoid Office 2010, but you can find other ways to automate installation with any of 

these free tools. 

By Greg Shields 

Love it or hate it—Microsoft Office has been the centerpiece of business application 

infrastructures for years. Contact databases connect with Outlook. Financial applications 

interact with Access and Excel. Database reports are output into nicely printable Word 

formats. Nearly every application relies on some piece of the Microsoft Office suite to 

perform at least a portion of its duties. 

That being the case, to be a good applications administrator means you have to be a great 

Microsoft Office administrator. And being a great Microsoft Office administrator—even for 

the jack-of-all-trades IT professional—means knowing how to install and tailor it for your 

specific needs. 

Unfortunately, automating Microsoft Office installations often involves shoe leather and a 

healthy dose of Next, Next, Finish. However, your next installation of Microsoft Office needn’t 

necessarily involve you ever leaving your desk. While you can automate installation with 

solutions like System Center Essentials and System Center Configuration Manager, there are 

alternatives that don’t cost you any additional cash. 

Group Policy is one alternative. You may have read that installing Microsoft Office 2010 

through Group Policy doesn’t work with Group Policy Software Installation. However, there’s 

another solution using startup scripts that will work for the small environment. If you build 

that solution correctly using the right Microsoft tools and scripts, you’ll even get a tiny bit of 

reporting that helps you know the status of every desktop’s upgrade. 

It’s not the greatest or smoothest solution, but for the price it’s absolutely worth a look. If 

you’re considering an upgrade to Microsoft Office 2010 but just don’t have the time, 

consider this quick step-by-step process that could upgrade your entire office to Microsoft 

Office 2010 overnight. 

Step 1: Customize Office Setup with the OCT 
The Microsoft Office media comes in two slightly different flavors. The Volume Licensing 

version includes a helpful extra called the Microsoft Office Customization Tool (OCT). It’s a 

wizard-driven interface for tailoring your Microsoft Office installation at the point of 

installation. 

This tool has come with the last few versions of Microsoft Office. You won’t find the OCT with 

the off-the-shelf version of Microsoft Office, but it can be downloaded from the Microsoft 

Office 2010 Administrative Template files (ADM, ADMX/ADML) and Office Customization 

Tool page. 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=64B837B6-0AA0-4C07-BC34-BEC3990A7956&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=64B837B6-0AA0-4C07-BC34-BEC3990A7956&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=64B837B6-0AA0-4C07-BC34-BEC3990A7956&displaylang=en
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You’ll know you’re using the Microsoft Office Volume Licensing version if a \Admin folder 

already exists in its media. If it isn’t there, unpack the media to a folder on your desktop, 

create a \Admin folder, and copy what you downloaded to that folder. Then run setup.exe 

/admin to launch the OCT. 

 

Figure 1 The Microsoft Office Customization Tool 

No matter how you get your hands on a copy of OCT, the product of this tool (see Figure 1) 

is an MSP file. That file instructs a Microsoft Office installation to make special changes 

during configuration. Figure 1 shows one of those changes, telling the installation to use a 

specific Multiple Activation Key (MAK). This also tells the installation to run silently by setting 

the Display level to None and checking the box marked Suppress modal. You’ll need these 

silent settings later to install Microsoft Office 2010 through Group Policy. 
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Figure 2 The Microsoft Office Customization Tool can modify user settings. 

The OCT exposes an impressive number of ways in which you can tailor an installation. Figure 

2 shows an exhaustive list of user-setting modifications you can lock down or otherwise 

configure at installation. There are other settings available for tuning highlighted in the 

Microsoft Office 2010 Resource Kit. 

Of all these settings, the most important are ensuring that your license information and silent 

installation settings are configured. You’ll also want to identify which Microsoft Office 

applications should or should not be installed in the section marked Set feature installation 

states. You can consider all other settings optional, although you’ll want to review each one 

to validate whether it suits your needs. Then save the resulting MSP file, as you’ll need to use 

it later. 

Step 2: Create a Distribution Folder 
To install or upgrade Microsoft Office 2010 with a Group Policy startup script, you’ll obviously 

need a set of source files. Create a share somewhere within your network, and ensure that 

the ―Everyone‖ group has Read rights to both the share and underlying NTFS permissions. 

Unpack and copy the Microsoft Office 2010 media to this location. 

Step 3: Configure config.xml 
While this step might seem redundant, it’s an essential part of the automated installation 

setup. Look inside your Microsoft Office distribution folder for a folder whose name 

resembles the Microsoft Office edition you intend to install. This folder will have a .WW 

extension. Inside this folder, there will be a file called config.xml. Open this file in Notepad 

and look for a line similar to the one here; change the values of that line to the following: 

 

Copy Code  

<!-- <Display Level="none" CompletionNotice="no" SuppressModal="yes" 

AcceptEula="yes" /> --> 

These values further ensure silent installation. Because a Group Policy startup script is 

running the installation, you won’t want your users to see any installation screens or be 

prompted with questions. You can ignore the other lines in the file. Then save the file and 

remember its location. 

Step 4: Download and Modify the Group Policy Startup Script 
Microsoft provides a sample Group Policy startup script in the Microsoft Office 2010 

Resource Kit. This startup script is important because it includes logic that prevents the 

installation from repeating at every desktop reboot. Copy and paste this script into Notepad. 

This script checks for a certain registry key prior to starting installation. If that registry key is 

there, it assumes the installation is complete. Thus, it skips the installation. This tiny bit of 

logic lets you keep the startup script operational even as your users reboot their desktops 

over time. 

The sample startup script requires that you customize four lines from the code block below: 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc179097
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl03_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl03_code');
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff602181
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff602181
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl05_code');
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Copy Code  

set ProductName=Office14.PROPLUS 

set DeployServer=\\FS\Office2010SourceFiles 

set ConfigFile=\\FS\Office2010SourceFiles\ProPlus.WW\config.xml 

set LogLocation=\\FS\Office2010LogFiles 

Line one is the hardest of these to understand. Look back at the folder in Step 3 where you 

found the config.xml file. You found that file with a .WW extension, within the folder relating 

to the type of Microsoft Office edition you intend to install. For example, the folder name for 

the volume license flavor of the Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2010 Edition will be 

proplus.WW. Replace PROPLUS in line one with the name of that folder, minus its .WW 

extension. For most of us, it will remain PROPLUS. 

Line two is the UNC path to the distribution folder you created in Step 2. Line three will be 

the UNC path to the config.xml file you modified in Step 3. Line four is where you configure 

that aforementioned tiny bit of reporting. You’ll notice in the previous example that line four 

points to a different share on the file server: \\FS. Create this folder and enable it for sharing. 

Its share and underlying NTFS permissions should be configured to grant Modify access to 

the ―Everyone‖ group. 

Assuming you’ll be installing x86 in nearly every instance (see ―64-Bit or 32-Bit?‖), your share 

will include a set of folders for each of the Office applications. One of those folders is titled 

\Updates. This is a special folder the Microsoft Office installer routine uses. Any MSP files that 

are copied to this folder will be automatically installed during the Office installation. This 

includes any updates or patches that you want automatically installed. It also includes the 

MSP file that you created in Step 1. Drop that file into this folder to instruct the installer to 

use your customizations. 

 

Figure 3 A report from two installation attempts on the computer MYKA. 

Every installation of Office 2010 will send information about the success or failure of the 

install process. Each computer will create a TXT file with its computer name as the filename 

(see Figure 3). For a successful installation, that TXT file’s contents should resemble: 

 

Copy Code  

Mon 07/19/2010 13:15:54.20 Setup ended with error code 0. 

Any other error code means something went wrong with the installation, and you’ll have 

some troubleshooting to determine why. Be aware that in testing this approach, some of my 

clients actually needed to run installations more than once. While the first installation 

responded with a non-zero error code, a subsequent manual installation succeeded with 

javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl05_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl06_code');
javascript:CopyCode('ctl00_MTContentSelector1_mainContentContainer_ctl06_code');
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error code 0. This tiny bit of reporting gives you the positive affirmation that your Microsoft 

Office 2010 installations or upgrades are completing successfully. Save the file once you’re 

complete, as you’ll be using it in the next step. 

Step 5: Create the Group Policy Object 
The final step in this process is to create the Group Policy Object (GPO) that will deploy the 

startup script. Do this within the Group Policy Management Console by creating a new GPO 

and linking it to an Organizational Unit that is full of Computers (not Users). 

 

Figure 4 Properties of a startup script 

Edit the policy and navigate to Computer Configuration | Policies | Windows Settings | Scripts 

(Startup/Shutdown). Double-click Startup in the right pane to see a Properties screen similar 

to Figure 4. 
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Click the Show Files button to open an Explorer window at the exact location where you’ll 

need to copy your startup script from Step 4. Copy that script into the resulting Explorer 

window and close the window. 

Finally, back at the Properties screen, click the Add button and type in the name of the BAT 

file you just copied. In Figure 4, you can see the name of my BAT file is 

Office2010StartupScript.bat. 

Configuring Group Policy like this will not begin the Microsoft Office installation until the 

next reboot of the computer. You want the installation to occur with the necessary elevated 

rights for installation. The installation can take a while, so initiating that first reboot of 

computers after hours might be a good idea. 

Step 5: Create the Group Policy Object 
Ain’t the Greatest, but It Sure Is the Cheapest 

While this solution is admittedly not the best on the planet for completing your Microsoft 

Office 2010 installation or upgrade, it is the one that costs you the least. You don’t need an 

automated software deployment solution. You don’t need expensive packaging software. All 

you need are a few free tools, and a little testing. The Deploy Office 2010 by using Group 

Policycomputer startup scripts page provides even more detail about the process, but this 

handy step-by-step will get you started. 

Greg Shields, MVP, is a partner at Concentrated Technology. Get more of Shields’ 

Jack-of-all-Trades tips and tricks at ConcentratedTech.com. 

  

Sidebar: 64-Bit or 32-Bit? 
At this point, you might be asking yourself a question: Today’s world is all about x64, but is 

x64 a good idea for Microsoft Office? Even Microsoft recommendations suggest ―no‖ unless 

you have very specific requirements. Microsoft gives the following recommendations on 

when you might install the Office 2010 x64 version: 

If users in your organization depend on existing extensions to Office, such as ActiveX controls, 

third-party add-ins, in-house solutions built on previous versions of Office, or 32-bit versions of 

programs that interface directly with Office, we recommend that you install 32-bit Office 2010 

(the default installation) on computers that are running both 32-bit and 64-bit supported 

Windows operating systems. 

If some users in your organization are Excel expert users who work with Excel spreadsheets that 

are larger than 2 gigabytes (GB), they can install the 64-bit edition of Office 2010. In addition, if 

you have in-house solution developers, we recommend that those developers have access to the 

64-bit edition of Office 2010 so that they can test and update your in-house solutions on the 

64-bit edition of Office 2010. 

As you can see, the answer for nearly every user will be ―no,‖ except when that user needs to 

run monster Excel spreadsheets or if you plan to deploy software that itself needs a x64 

version of Office. Most other users will work fine within x86’s memory boundaries. 

—G.S. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff602181
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff602181
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ee681792
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